Chemical Pressure-Driven Incommensurability in CaPd5: Clues to High-Pressure Chemistry Offered by Complex Intermetallics.
While composition and pressure are generally considered orthogonal parameters in the synthesis and optimization of solid state materials, their distinctness is blurred by the concept of chemical pressure (CP): microscopic pressure arising from lattice constraints rather than an externally applied force. In this article, we describe the first cycle of an iterative theoretical/experimental investigation into this connection. We begin by theoretically probing the ability of physical pressure to promote structural transitions in CaCu5-type phases that are driven by CP in other systems. Our results point to the instability of the reported CaCu5-type CaPd5 phase to such a transition even at ambient pressure, suggesting that new structural chemistry should arise at only modest pressures. We thus attempted to synthesize CaPd5 as a starting material for high-pressure experiments. However, rather than obtaining the expected CaCu5-type phase, we encountered crystals of an incommensurately modulated variant CaPd5+q/2, whose composition is related to its satellite spacing, q = qbbasic* with q ≈ 0.44. Its structure was solved and refined in the (3 + 1)D superspace group Cmcm(0β0)s00, revealing CaCu5-type slabs separated by distorted Pd hexagonal nets with an incommensurate periodicity. DFT-CP analysis on a commensurate model for CaPd5+q/2 indicates that the new Pd nets serve to relieve intense negative CPs that the Ca atoms would experience in a CaCu5-type CaPd5 phase but suffer from a desire to contract relative to the rest of the structure. In this way, both the Pd layer substitution and incommensurability in CaPd5+q/2 are anticipated by the CP schemes of simpler model systems, with CP quadrupoles tracing the paths of the favorable atomic motions. This picture offers predictions for how elemental substitution and physical pressure should affect these structural motifs, which could be applicable to the magnetic phase Zr2Co11 whose previously proposed structures show close parallels to CaPd5+q/2.